One declined post in 1974

5 presidential finalists named

By Paula Donner

The SIU-C Presidential Search Committee released the names of five final candidates for the position Monday, including one candidate who was offered the SIU-C presidency in 1974.

The candidates are Albert Somist, 60, executive vice president of State University of New York at Buffalo, who declined the position that Warren Brandt accepted in 1974; Gene M. Norby, 53, vice president for business and finance at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.; Robert G. Quitin, 43, dean for the Commonwealth Campuses, Pennsylvania State University; Robert H. Ruford, 47, vice chancellor for research and graduate studies at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, and Thomas Alexander Pond, 55, executive vice president at the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

The committee met Monday morning to narrow the list of candidates from seven to five after conducting off-campus interviews with those candidates, said Jo Ann Boudot, chairwoman of the committee.

The five candidates will appear on campus for public question and answer sessions and private interviews on April 21, 22, 23, 27, 28 and 30, Mr. Boudot said. However, she said she is in the process of setting up those appointments and is not sure which candidates will appear on the data scheduled.

In a statement, Rodnyton said, representatives of the search committee will visit the home campuses of the candidates and conduct interviews with constituency counterparts. Following the final interviews here, the committee will submit at least three names to SIU Chancellors Kenneth Shaw.

Rodnyton said the committee would prefer to recommend three finalists, but is not committed to that number.

"If five candidates turn out to be equally strong, we can go with five. The Chancellors have said that he would accept up to seven names," she said.

Shaw will recommend one finalist to the SIU Board of Trustees for approval. The new president will replace Brandt, who resigned last June. I. Hiram Lerner, dean of the law school, has been serving as acting president.

Rodnyton said the committee is impressed with the background, experience, personality and vigor of each candidate. She also said she does not believe the recent political change, which prompted Brandt's resignation, has hindered the search for a president, who must now report to Shaw.

Negotiations in 1974 with (Continued on Page 3)

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter's press secretary hinted Monday at the Iranian government may announce on Tuesday that American hostages are being removed from the control of student militants.

Carter spokesman Jody Powell said the president will "make an appropriate statement to the American people" following the anticipated word from Tehran.

The White House spokesman also said Carter, after postponing a scheduled speech, met with his national security aides to discuss possible retaliatory measures against Iran and with key congressional leaders to advise them of developments.

Sen. Bob Packwood, one of those who met with Carter, said the word "deadline" in talking about Carter's plans but would not say if the president had reverse" exactly what he intended to do.

"Tomorrow is the deadline and tomorrow he will announce what he is going to do," the Oregon Republican said. "I think he has decided in his own mind that tomorrow is the deadline.

Sen. Jay-Jacobs, N.Y., said that "this is the moment of truth for us and our allies." However, he declined to label the development as an "ultimatum." As we all know," he said, "things in Iran don't move particularly on schedule.

Iran's President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr met with representatives of the U.S. Embassy militants Monday in an apparent bid to persuade or pressure them into handing their 50 American hostages over to Iranian government control.

The developments, following two secret messages sent by Carter to Bani-Sadr in recent days, were the strongest signals in weeks of an impending new turn in the confrontation.

Before Bani-Sadr's meeting with the three militants, an Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman said transfer of the hostages to government custody was one of the steps being considered by the ruling Revolutionary Council.
House votes to abolish blind primary

By Jeffrey Smyth
Staff Writer

The Illinois House of Representatives has voted in favor of legislation that would abolish the controversial blind primary used by Republicans in voting for national convention delegates.

The blind primary allows the Republican Party to require that its national convention delegates run without declaring their presidential preference on the ballot. It was passed by the General Assembly and signed by Gov. James Thompson last June.

However, the legislation to abolish blind primaries in Illinois was approved by a vote of 130-1 last Friday and now goes to the Senate for approval.

In February, representatives from the Ronald Reagan, Philip Crane and Robert Dole campaigns all three groups objected to the constitutionality of blind primaries in Cook County and asked for an investigation.

The three all claimed the bill deprived voters of information about who the delegates represent.

The Circuit Court denied their claim. On appeal, the Illinois Supreme Court upheld the lower court's decision, saying the matter was strictly the party's choice.

State Sen. James "Pete" Phillip, R-Elmhurst, who was instrumental in the passage of the bill, agreed with the Supreme Court saying the only reason the House and Senate is concerning themselves with the bill is to "rub it in" to those who favored it.

Phillip cited the low number of representatives who participated in the vote as an example of the seriousness of the vote.

"The law is changed by the State Central Committee," said Phillip, who is chairman of the DuPage County Republicans. "A lot of the guys thought it was a joke. Only 131 out of 177 representatives voted."

The year 1968 was the last time Illinois Republicans voted under a blind primary. Because Illinois primary came so early in the campaign Phillip, who is also a delegate to the national convention voted for the 14th Congressional District, said there is a need for it. He said that would be covered.

City nets grant for access road to industrial park

By Mary Ann McNulty
Staff Writer

A long-awaited access road for Carbondale's BiCentennial Industrial Park should be completed by the end of the summer, according to city officials.

A $191,800 U.S. Economic Development grant the city received Monday will pay most of the costs of building the 30-foot wide concrete pavement road, Jack Hanley, economic development director for the city, said.

Public Works Director Bill Boyd said it would take a "minimum of 30 to 45 days" before bids are sought, but Boyd said the project would probably be completed by the end of the summer.

Hanley said he was told that the grant was approved on Monday by members of U.S. Rep. Paul Simon's office. The city submitted the grant application for 70 percent of the costs in March, Hanley said.

City officials estimate that the cost of the road is $271,064. The city will pay the remaining costs from the general fund.

Public works engineers began designing plans for the concrete pavement road last winter, officials said in March, Hanley said.

The city purchased and developed the 100-acre industrial park, located north on U.S. Highway 111, in 1973 through revenue sharing, EDA loans and other funding sources.

Groups say military abortion rules unfair

By Karen Galle
Staff Writer

Women in the armed services who want abortions cannot look to the military for medical care and pre-abortion counseling. The lack of a policy to affectively and efficiently support a woman's right to a legal abortion is the military's biggest failing.

Male and female military personnel receive complete care for all medical conditions, including pregnancy care. But an amendment to the Defense Appropriations bill, which was passed by Congress in 1978, banned abortion services in military hospitals and through the Civilian Health and Medical Program in the Uniformed Services. Last year, Congress restored access to military funded abortions for the 110,000 women on active duty to those who were victims of rape or incest or whose life was in danger.

The National Abortion Rights Action League, a single issue political organization, contends that the restriction on the military obligation the military has to its members conflicts with the military's own medical protection according to individual needs and preferences.

"This restriction contradicts two major goals of the U.S. military to provide comprehensive quality health care to its members and to attract and expand career roles for women within the services," Karen Mulhauser, executive director of NARAL stated in a recent letter to the House and Senate.

"Women cannot and should not be forced to make their own medical arrangements while enlisted." Danne Poch, a NARAL staff member at the organization's Washington office, said last week that since abortion is a legitimate medical procedure, it should be covered as a part of the military health care system.

"Denying a women coverage for abortions is violation of contract and disregards a women's right to privacy and her right to make a choice," said Clark in a telephone interview from NOW's Washington headquarters last week. "If Congress can cut off military funding of abortions, it can cut off funding for other medical care services including pregnancy care, as contraception, as pregnancy or sterilization.

Recruitment Sgt. Janet Bada from the U.S. Army recruitment office in St. Louis said that the military's policy of receiving through the army is better than civilian health care services.

"Because army hospitals and health facilities are being graded by the military, the care is very good," said Bada.

"If someone were in the army for six years, I was recently in the hospital for 10 days where I had a hysterectomy, and I received excellent care."

Capt. Jerry Cotton, also of St. Louis, called military funded abortions "very sticky issue."
Inmates start voicing demands

By Dean Akers
Staff Writer

Some inmates at the U.S. Penitentiary at Marion have broken their silence about the prison's four-day strike that has closed the Marion facility and other federal facilities.

According to Marion officials said Monday that they compiled the list of demands, which is being given to "random meetings" with marines. But the list is not final and may change as a result of all the prison's 400 striking prisoners. The list includes demands for a reduction of labor

non-industry workers, improvements in diet, the return of reference room and better food. The inmates also want more televisions, better phone privileges and more visiting hours.

They want to create an in- mate council to negotiate with the prison's hourly movement. They are also demanding more freedom and participation in running the prison.

Officials said the list will be revised and responded to sometime this week.

But the administration's list does not include some of the most serious charges against

Five finalists for president chosen

(Continued from Page 1)

Summit, executive vice president at SUNY for the past 10 years, was offered because of his financial expertise. Brandt was the Board of Trustees' second choice.

Summit was first hired by SUNY as chairman of the Board of Trustees in 1976 after 15 years of academic and research experience at New York University. He was active in the administration of SUNY for three years. In 1978, he was a Fellow in political science at the University of Michigan, which also awarded him an advanced degree in 1967. In 1978, he is married and has two children.

Norby is the senior vice president of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees and has an academic background in economics and received all three degrees from Pennsylvania State University.

Quinn serves as the chief executive officer of the 17-camp Penny State, which includes 150,000 full- and part-time employees. In the administration of Penny State, he is also responsible for the administration of two prison programs. He received a doctorate degree in physics from Catholic University of America and has been a physics professor at Penny State since 1971.

A native of Detroit, Michigan, he was assistant to the president at Penny State from 1970-71 and formerly served as dean of academic instruction for the Commonwealth Cam- passes. Quinn is married and has five children.

Ruford has been vice chancellor at Nebraska State University. He was appointed as director of the National Science Foundation's division of research programs in Washington. A geologist, he earned all three of his degrees at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and was head of the Biology and Physiology Department at Harvard University.

Mellan, State University's president since 1972, has an academic background in physics and received all three degrees from Pennsylvania State University. He served as an instructor at Princeton College from 1964-65 and as an assistant and associate professor at Washington University in Maine.

Five finalists for president chosen

A Letter of Concern To All Who Use Women's Night Transits from Women's Services

A year ago January, the Women's Night Transit was started as a RAPE PREVENTION AID for SUU women who are traveling alone at night and who fear sexual assault. IT IS NOT A TRANSPORTATION SERVICE.

It appears however, that there are those who would abuse this very needed service. Women who seek to use the service simply because it is more convenient for them and will protect them from bad weather, are occupying space that could be used by women whose primary motivation is safety and well-being may be so exasperated that the dispatchers and drivers are met with verbal garbage when they advise individual women about appropriate use of Women's Night Transit.

What's abusive? ...

- one woman calling for several women, leaving from the same departure point and going to the same destination at the same time. (They could walk together. The transit is only available for women traveling alone, who do not have the advantage of walking with friends.)

- those who use the transit only once a month and never use the transit for the next month. You can see that 4-5 shows in a row would put the transit 20 minutes behind schedule.

- caller does not give EXACT location of pick-up point. (Transit spends time checking with dispatcher to locate point, waits there for 5 minutes and then goes on. Be as specific as possible. Don't just give an address.)

- caller does not allow plenty of time to get a ride, decides she can't wait and doesn't bother to call cancel. (Allow 30 minutes for pick-up. If for any reason you decide not to wait, cancel the ride.)

- rider assumes that she will be driven to her destination immediately. (This may occur. On the other hand, previous passengers and the location of other destinations may have priority. Allow up to the longest ride dropped off.)

- rider or driver delivers a pitch to a dispatcher or driver when told that her request cannot be met. (Women's Night Transit is available to women who fear rape or sexual assault and is offered as a rape prevention aid. SUU students, faculty, staff and spouses of students and faculty can only ride the transit if they are accompanying another woman until midnight, to or from an educational activity, within the city limits, and not residence to residence or to the hangar/dorm or to get a pack of cigarettes, etc.)

Thank you all the women who use Women's Night Transit appropriately. Thank you for the patience that we have had to wait for a ride because someone else's pack of cigarettes was the only reason they've had to wait longer. Thank you for giving exact locations so that you can be easily spotted. Thank you for taking rape awareness seriously and protecting yourself by using Women's Night Transit.
Housewatch: Proven burglary deterrent

By Bill Crewe
Staff Writer

Spring and summer means vacations for many Carbondale residents and SIU students. That means a threat to your home or apartment, so the police station. The benefits provided by Housewatch are plentiful and well worth the time and effort it takes to fill out an application for the service.

The system has proven to work. Only three burglaries have taken place in homes participating in Housewatch in the past two years. The information required by police is basic and since all Housewatch residents have to apply is minimal. How can you pass it up?

Crime is on the rise in the United States every year, especially in the area of robbery and burglary. Citizen’s groups are forming in the city nightly in most of our major and mid-size towns around the country. The burglary rate in the United States has nine living per square mile.

Any sort of burglary-prevention methods made available by local agencies should be utilized whenever they arise. Students and permanent citizens of Carbondale are both eligible to receive Housewatch services.

If you do return from a vacation and find the furniture, valuables, jewelry or (God forbid) your car gone, don’t blame the police so quickly. Blame yourself for not signing up for Housewatch.

Present both sides of creation

It takes seriously in terms of honesty seeking to discern the truth and eschewing that which is purely myth. "The recent controversy sparked by a creation-education text, an unreliable textbook," presents some of the most logical barriers to educators. As I understand it, the disagreement is whether or not the idea of creation should be taught in the liberal arts faculties.

For some time now all public school curriculum dealing with the topic of evolution has been presented from the standpoint of attempting to refute the creation by accident. This includes, among others, "the big bang theory." Supposedly, the universe came into being as a result of some cosmic happenstance which coincidentally provided a perfect environment for biological phenomena. This is a relatively untestable theory.

As some point during the dim recess of the distant past a love-sick amoeba found itself already an amoeba. As Pilate once asked Christ, "what is truth?" (John 18:38).

And Pilate thought that there would be those who were "evidently a more and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth." (II Tim. 3:7). Yet the human mind is rational and logical in order that we might be guided toward understanding.

Randy L. Wysong, author of "The Creation-Evolution Controversy," maintains that "all life must spring from pre-existing life and must produce the same kind of life." This is a self-evident truth; it can be proven by observation that the various kinds of creatures do not prove that one kind evolved from another; but anatomical similarity does prove the commonality of design. And design requires a "Designer." For the sake of academic freedom, if nothing else, it is desirable that we should begin reserving a plausible alternative along these lines to the theory of evolution in order that students in the public schools may learn the benefit of both sides of the question.

A second point mentioned by Mr. Draper was that the Bible proves the earth was meant to be the earth. This simply is not so.

The point that rainbows must have appeared forever in the sky is a great flood is only speculation. A gigantic flood that covered the whole earth would definitely have some lasting effects on the earth considerably, and many scientific scholars do believe there was a great flood and that it did change the earth completely. I only believe that if are to be a well-informed people and be free to make our own decisions by comparing facts, we must have the opportunity to hear both sides of the creation-creation controversy.

Drppe the smooth in the sun and moon was performed or Gabon was not stated, but rather that it did happen (Genesis 18:12 & 13). As we know today, this was probably caused by the earth ceasing to rotate for a day. The result would be the same.

In reference to the next point about Noah’s curse on Ham, it is just as Mr. Draper said a very held by some Christians. Christians are not perfect, and they do not move the Bible with all of their views.

The point that rainbows must have appeared forever in the sky is a great flood is only speculation. A gigantic flood that covered the whole earth would definitely have some lasting effects on the earth considerably, and many scientific scholars do believe there was a great flood and that it did change the earth completely. I only believe that if are to be a well-informed people and be free to make our own decisions by comparing facts, we must have the opportunity to hear both sides of the creation-creation controversy.

Bury Trudeau

President Carter’s recent proposal, if not resulted in the draft of thousands. By marching in Washington with placards, not in the Middle East with guns. Their arguments center on refusal to fight for the capitalistic interests of corporate giants blood and precious oil is the point well taken. But there are other views on the selective service system that also deserve consideration.

The term selective service implies that some people are chosen, while others are not. In the early years of the Vietnam war, poor, less-educated members of our society—minority groups and rural Southern whites—were disproportionately selected for military service because they couldn’t obtain deferments available to those fortunate enough to attend college or medical school so quickly. Blame yourself for not signing up for Housewatch.

Although that wasn’t entirely the case. Curiously, soon after some of the higher classes went to war, so did the white-collar worker, who was forced to face the draft, the war began to wind down.

An all-volunteer Army was seen as a solution to the selective service problems of the time, only those of us who appeared to be the next General Patton would join up. That has not been the case. Volunteers are no longer truly keen to face desperate for jobs are. We don’t have an all-volunteer Army and an economic draft.

Once again, the poor and less-educated could see the burden of our own defense. By 1982, black will constitute 43 percent of the U.S. armed forces. Add to that a large number of Latinos, and we see that the majority of our military forces will be minorities. It’s not only from our cities that whites are fleeing.

The ideal solution to this problem is to restructure the world so large military forces are not necessary at all. This happens, we can restructure our country so meaningful jobs are available to all. Then, only the truly dedicated can join the all-volunteer Army.

These changes necessitate a special treatment. Like the Civil Rights movement, there will, unfortunately, take a long time. Until then, the most equitable solution is implementation of the draft. Those who object to military service would have an opportunity to work in civilian jobs with the Army and the Peace Corps.

With all of us personally involved, hopefully, we could realize the meaning of equal opportunity and bring about the social change necessary to make the term all-volunteer Army meaningful. With the sons and daughters of politicians, Pentagons officials and corporate executives forced to face the draft, the U.S. would be much less likely to engage in foreign military adventurism and, therefore, less to overreact. Rather, Kay, Graduate, Zoology

Both origin theories have their merits

There is much more than a discussion of the problem of teaching both the creation account as it is written in The Old Testament and the evolution account as it is written by Darwin and his predecessors, or solely the evolution account.

As the proponents of the Bible’s creation account back up because it occurs God and therefore is true and just? Do we possess the evolution account of Darwin back it up because it is scientifically valid and therefore is true? How can we then be valid because scientific methods are true and just? Is the discussion one of the role of God in scientific method?

The thing which must be noted is that both accounts (or theories) have been established by an act of human beings to benefit from it. The creation account, as it was written by Hebrew writers, is the result of a cultural development of thought from that time period as well as in its further development, into modern scientific thought. The evolution account, however, must be seen as development and relationships to other accounts for a true and comprehensive view.

Suzanne McNulty, Senior, Classical Studia
Magazine's editor defends Med School survey results

By Jacques Kosciszak
Staff Writer

Private Practice, a prominent physicians' magazine with a circulation of 160,000, is not the believer in the bit of junk mail that the SIU School of Medicine Dean and director, Richard Moy, would make it out to be, says Dr. Terri Burke, the magazine's executive editor.

After Dr. Moy's much-publicized survey results labeling the SIU School of Medicine as one of the worst in the country, Moy challenged Burke's credibility, describing it as "a throw-away, the kind that comes in the mail even though you don't subscribe to it." Moy said he gets the magazine every month and "just tosses it in the wastebasket.

However, Burke, who is also a physician, contends that subscription-free personal articles are targeted rather than the exception in the first place.

"I can't think of one medieval periodical that a doctor has subscribed," Burke said, explaining that physicians pay indirectly for medical publications through subscriptions to medical organizations.

Burke notes that physicians who do not want to receive Private Practice can contact the magazine asking them to delete names removed from the mailing list.

Although Burke agrees with Moy's charge that the study was "not well done," it is "unscientific, uncontrolled," Burke said.

"We only wanted to get the doctors' views of the schools," she said, citing a Columbia University study of medical schools that employed scientific survey methodology and came up with results similar to those found in the Private Practice survey.

A comparison of the two surveys reveals just seven of the schools on Private Practice is also in the top 10 of the Columbia study, published in

(Continued on Page 2)

Taking
Exception
and
Offering
Some
Explanations

It all began innocently enough. Always anxious to get important and interesting material for the readers of Private Practice, the editors decided to circulate a questionnaire among medical school deans. It was to be a classic exercise in peer review, with the dean choosing the 10 best and the 10 worst medical schools. The questionnaires were printed, and mail was printed.

Initially, all seemed well as the results started to come in. Then, a few letters arrived from deans declining to participate. Next, there was a letter indicating that in his capacity as president of the American College of Physicians, he would discourage deans from answering. The intervention was effective, for replies soon stopped coming. Then, on February 19, in the

Washington Post, Daniel S. Greenberg, the regular Washington columnist of the New England Journal of Medicine, broke the story and used Dr. Cooper's letter as a stick to beat all American medicine and physicians. (See accompanying text of the Greenberg article.)

We find ourselves poised uncomfortably between Dr. Cooper and Mr. Greenberg. We regret Dr. Cooper's decision to try to have our survey boycotted, although we agree it is not simple to rank medical schools. But one should not question the validity of the schools against American medicine. He seems to believe that even in this era of multi-million dollar malpractice verdicts and invariably

in the insurance company scrutiny of American medicine, there are incompetent doctors and incompetents practicing on—and harming patients—under the protection of professional secrecy. We believe his description of the situation is exaggerated. It fails to take account of the salubrious activities of the local hospital staffs, county and state and regular and informal grassroots disciplinary mechanisms. But, of course, there are some incompetents among doctors as there are some incompetent journalists... though doctors, unlike journalists, have to pass formal examinations to earn the right to work in their profession.

Turning now to our survey, we received replies from 4 dean and associate deans. Their selections for the 10 best and 10 worst medical schools are shown elsewhere on this page. Certainly, there is no surprise in the selection of the best schools—John Hopkins, Harvard, Duke, Yale and Columbia. There is less agreement about the second five schools. We suspect that the "best" 50 percent of the deans and associate deans had never seen some of the schools in the 11th to the 15th positions in our poll might have moved all the way up. Those schools and their rankings in descending order are:

- University of California, San Francisco
- Cornell University of Texas at Dallas
- University of Pennsylvania University of Washington
- University of Washington University of Texas at Dallas
- University of Texas at Dallas

Turning to the list of the worst schools, we must admit to some acute discomfort. When we planned the survey, we did not anticipate that two of the city schools heading this category, would be the University of New York and Columbia.

by Daniel S. Greenberg

University of Puerto Rico

Clearly, a large fraction of the medical school deans and associate deans also participated in our poll feel that the University of Puerto Rico and Howard, need additional help to upgrade their standards, is on the up-and-up in New York, Southern Illinois, Creighton, Loyola etc. We hope that this help is abnormal and arrives soon.

---

Of the 14 responses received, the chart reflects the most popular answers among the top 10 schools:

- University of California, San Francisco
- Harvard University of New York
- Cornell University of Texas at Dallas
- John Hopkins, Duke, Yale and Columbia

(Continued on Page 2)
Quick, snappy ‘Chapter Two’ gives viewer refreshed feeling

By Edward R. Berry
Student Writer

“Quick and snappy” is a good way to describe Neil Simon’s newest movie “Chapter Two.” Simon, who has penned screenplays for such films as “The Odd Couple,” “The Prisoner,” “A View from the Bridge,” and “Murder by Death,” has been one of Hollywood and Broadway’s top writers for a long time. He’ll always leave the audience with a refreshment feeling. And that’s the feeling you’ll get from his new semi-autobiographical film.

The movie stars James Caan and Marsha Mason (Simon’s wife) as two people who think they are in love with each other. Naturally, they do what most people do when they think they are in love—they get married.

The only problem with this is that Mason’s character (Jenny McClain) has just been divorced and Simon’s character (George Schneider) has just lost his wife. Jenny seems to have recovered from her bout with marriage but George still misses his dead wife.

Now I know what’s going through your minds. You probably want to switch to the next soap opera, but don’t touch that dial. “Chapter Two” is not one of your typical “guys meets girl” love stories. Remember, this is a Neil Simon movie. For every ounce of marital seriousness there’s twice as much witty comic relief.

Simon’s hot-and-cold writing style will leave the audience laughing and if you’re the emotional type, crying throughout the film.

Mason has been nominated for an Academy Award for best actress for her performance as Jenny.

Simon’s facial expressions are the real key to her acting ability. At one point she may come off as a “bitch” but later in the film the audience will begin to understand her character as an emotional human being in search of a lover.

The human experiences felt by these human beings transforms “Chapter Two” into a very good movie. It’s the type of film you can enjoy going to see and feel that you’ve been entertained when the end credits roll. After all, isn’t that what it’s all about any way?

Self-taught guitarist to perform

Selections by composers ranging from Bach to Simon and Garfunkel will be presented Tuesday night when guitarist Stan Hudson performs at the Old Baptist Foundation at 8 p.m. Hudson, whose musical training began in a small Indian village in Guatemala, has performed extensively throughout the United States, Canada, Europe and Latin America.

He was taught to play several musical instruments, including piano, organ and marimba, by his parents, who were missionaries in Guatemala. However, he is a self-taught guitarist.

During the spring of 1971, Hudson became the first guitarist from Central America to receive a grant from the Institute of Hispanic Culture to study his instrument in Spain. On this current concert tour, Hudson is premiering the first movement to Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 3, which he has spent the last four years transcribing for the guitar.

The New York Times reported that Hudson’s “playing was first rate and his command of the guitar was immediately apparent,” following a recent concert appearance. His fourth album of Spanish and classical music has just been released.

Tickets are $1.50 for students and $2.00 for the general public in advance and $2.50 and $3.00 at the door.

Wendy’s GIVES YOU A LOT OF MEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

3/4 LB

1/4 LB

...which is more than your average hamburger. Especially when you consider the cost of a pound of meat. Or even an eighth of a pound of meat. Because at Wendy’s our 3/4 LB HAMBURGER contains a pound of 100% pure, lean beef. And there’s a half pound of meat in every Wendy’s Double.

So don’t settle for a hamburger that’s more bun than meat. Come to Wendy’s and get a lot of meat for your money.

The Beatles Book 2

The Beatles Promotions

Rufus and Chaka

with special guest

The Brothers Johnson

and

Narada Michael Walden

Thursday, April 10

8:00 pm

$6.50 & $8.50

Plenty of good seats available

Ted Nugent

with special guests

The Romantics

Tuesday, April 15

8:00 pm

$6.50 & $8.50

Plenty of good seats available

Tickets available at the Arena Special Events Ticket Office, Student Center Central Ticket Office, and Plaza Records.
Saxophonist Harris performs ‘fine’ jazz

By Karen Guillo
Staff Writer

It’s a fact that a nationally-known jazz artist comes to Carbondale and plays with a local jazz band. It’s just what happened last week as saxophonist Eddie Harris gave two fine performances backed up by ‘Jazz,” a Carbondale-based jazz trio, at the Cypress Jazz Lounge.

Although Harris and the group didn’t have time to rehearse before the show, the sold-out performances Thursday night went smoothly. Harris gave the musicians “Lea Van” on bass, Eric Jensen on drums and Joe Liberio on keyboards. The lead key of such standard and original tunes as Miles Davis’ “All Blues” and Harris’ “Freedom Jazz Dance.” The 50-year-old saxophonist played a variety of material during the hour-long second show and the audience, though rowdy at times, was enthusiastic and attentive. The band was upbeat and lengthy. Harris proved himself to be an innovative player capable of producing a variety of moods within a single tune. The band was nervous at first, but quickly loosened up and gave a spontaneous and imaginative performance behind the saxophone lead.

Florida represents more than fun for Crusade for Christ students

By Cindy Chapman

Many students migrate south to soak up the sun during Spring Break, but another group of SIU students who spent the week in Florida had different goals in mind.

Fourteen students involved with Campus Crusade for Christ, along with three campus staff leaders of the national organization, made the trek to Daytona Beach to attend the conference of Christians from around the nation.

"The people who participated went with the idea of having fun but also because of their commitment to one another," said Dick Simmons, director of Campus Crusade at SIU.

The conference, called "Operation Sunshine," was attended by about 8,000 students and staff. It was scheduled to include a group meeting, a special breakfast, and small group discussions and participated in activities on the beach.

Beach activities included slow-motion football, tug-of-war, concerts and chicken fights in which a woman riding on the shoulders of a man attempted to break the eggs of her opponents which have been taped to their foreheads. She does so by swinging a rolled-up newspaper.

The beach activities were a chance to have a good time and work with other Christians toward the commitment that the student members of the conference had, Cindy Simmons said.

"We didn't put on our suits and ties and walk the beaches with clipboards," Poese said. "Many people think the Christian doesn't have fun, but the activities were a way of demonstrating the fun they do have without having to try their bodies and their brains.

Simmons said, "Our students are fun. We're not down there to convert people. We were challenging them to think about such things as eternal life and getting a lot out of their life now."
Military personnel participate in off-campus degree programs

By Candice LeGracey
Student Writer

More than 750 full-time SIUC students will graduate without ever setting foot on campus through the Occupational Education Program, according to Donald L. Harbert, assistant professor of vocational education.

Harbert, who coordinates the program offered by the Department of Vocational Education Studies, was referring to military personnel who attend classes on 16 bases throughout the United States. Since the program had attempted to begin meeting the needs of local students by revising the format to grant up to two years of college credit for work experience. However, the department had not considered expansion to military bases until five years ago when students from Scott Air Force Base near St. Louis suggested that the program was not meeting their needs. These students were attending the program to enhance their potential to: promotion within the service, as well as build toward a second career after retirement, Harbert said. "In talking with the students it became apparent that the length of the program offered in one class per week gave them no realistic opportunity to complete the requirements for graduation," Harbert said.

The students asked if a program could be offered to fit their lifestyles. Harbert said, yet retain the quality of the on-campus program.

The students said they needed a program which would allow them to complete the required hours before they were transferred to another base. They said that although they wished to attend school full time, it was necessary for them to also maintain their full-time jobs at the base.

Harbert said the department extended the Occupational Education Program to meet these needs. Since a normal assignment at any base is usually for 18 months, the new program was arranged so that military personnel could complete all required credit hours in 16 months, Harbert said.

"Classes are held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday every other weekend," Harbert said. "This allows students to work full time during the week."

Students enrolled in the program represent nearly 100 different occupations, Harbert said. And though many of the enrollees are already instructors of military personnel, the program will prepare them to teach their specialties in civilian colleges, technical schools and in business and industry, he said.

Harbert said he thinks the program has been successful. Response from recent graduates is positive. "The department is not even trying to respond to requests for new programs on other bases," Harbert said. "Because there are just too many. We've had requests to expand internationally, but we just can't facilitate that right now."

Harbert also said response from the 16 full-time faculty members was very positive. "They are interested in teaching these adults because they are highly motivated as students," Harbert said.

Group nears goal for amendment

CHICAGO (AP) — A citizens' watchdog group has said that it needs to gather only 37,000 more signatures by May 4 to put an amendment on the November ballot proposing to reduce the size of the Illinois House.

The Coalition for Political Honesty already has obtained 215,000 of 252,000 signatures necessary to ask the voters if they favor reducing the House from 177 to 118 members, said Pat Quinn, coalition director.

Quinn said the measure, if enacted into law, "will save taxpayers more than $7 million a year by eliminating the jobs of 59 unnecessary politicians."

Quinn said if the amendment is approved by the November general election ballot, and if approved by three-fifths of those voting in the referendum, the reduction would take effect immediately.

The legislative cutback amendment, Quinn said, would provide for 11 single-member representative districts, instead of the current system of three representatives from each of 59 districts in the state.

An Appeal to the Students of Southern Illinois University

Most of you are residents of Jackson County, Illinois. Although your parents may live in Chicago, Peoria, or Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, YOU are residents of this county or one of its neighbors. As fellow residents of Jackson County, we are making an appeal to you ... something very simple for you to do.

Be counted in your current place of residence.

The 1980 census begins today, April 1, and according to the law, college students are to respond to the census where they live during the school year and not "back home." Since the distribution of federal and state funds is frequently related to the population of the county or municipality receiving those funds, it is urgent that everyone who lives in Jackson County or the surrounding area be counted as living here.

If you receive a census form or are contacted, please respond. Make sure that everyone in your household is counted.

If the U.S. Census Bureau does not contact you by mail or in person, please call Cleveland Matthews at Carbondale City Hall, 549-5302, so he can put the Census Bureau in touch with you.
Disabled parking ignored, police say

By Peter Hastings
Student Writer

Parking by able-bodied drivers in spaces reserved for the handicapped is a big problem throughout the city. Bill Rykema of the Carbondale Police Department, said, "Those are probably the most abused of any parking regulations." Rykema told a group of handicapped students during a question-and-answer session Friday.

Rykema said, however, that the police were often powerless to ticket offenders because many of the parking spaces reserved for handicapped drivers are on private property.

"The property owners can do just about anything they want to," Rykema said, adding that many homeowners won't ticket violators for fear of angering their customers.

The parking lot at the University Mall is the only private lot on which the police have authority to ticket vehicles, Rykema said. The mall and the city have a contract covering the parking situation there, he said.

Rykema said that before ticketing an auto parked in a handicapped parking space, the officer will look for blue stickers bearing the wheelchair insignia. Rykema told the students to display the stickers "anywhere that it would be visible from the rear.

Rykema agreed with students who said that the dimensions of the current parking spaces are too small to accommodate vans with hydraulic wheelchair lifts.

"The handicapped spaces should be bigger," he said and suggested that the students contact the Carbondale Planning Commission with the proposal for larger parking spaces.

Coalition government forming in Italy

ROME (AP) — Italian Premier-designate Francesco Cossiga's government coalition, formed in part with representatives of the Christian Democrats, Socialists and Republican parties to draw up a program for their proposed center-left coalition, was formed by the end of the week, would be Italy's 36th since the end of World War II.

The new government, expected to be formed by the end of the week, would be Italy's 36th since the end of World War II.

Political sources said Cossiga's long-dominant Christian Democrats would have two seats in the new Cabinet, which would include the nine and the Republicans three.

"The right-wing branch of the Christian Democratic party previously objected to the inclusion of the Republicans in the Cabinet on the grounds they were considered open to the inclusion of Communists," the government of the NATO member country.

The Monday meeting was the first of three planned meetings by Cossiga.

Brezhnev wins award for memoirs

MOSCOW (AP) — President Leonid I. Brezhnev, looking fit in his first public appearance in four weeks, appeared at the Kremlin Tuesday for the 15th time to accept the country's highest literary award for his memoirs.

In an acceptance speech in which he seemed to stumble slightly, the aging leader said, "The facts of recent times require us to keep our powder dry.

Top Soviet leaders attended the glittering, televised Kremlin ceremony marking the formal awarding of the Lenin Prize in literature.

Brezhnev, 73, and Soviet Premier Alexei N. Korygin, 78, who also appeared at the ceremony, had prompted renewed speculation about their health last week when they failed to appear at the opening of the Parliament of the Russian Federation, the elected body, or at the Kremlin for the evening ceremonies marking the 15th year of the life of the first secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

In his speech, Brezhnev said his wish was for his books "Little Land," "Virgin Lands" and "Virgin Lands" to be viewed as "memories."

The main goal, he said, was to describe to new generations of Soviet citizens "how the giant economic and intellectual potential of the state was created."

The three books were published in 1978 and Brezhnev actually was awarded the Lenin Prize on April 22, 1979.

The prestigious award carries a $15,800 prize, but this was not mentioned in the Kremlin ceremony.

Brezhnev said he considered the award an advancement for the future, and pledged, "If I find time, if I manage, I shall continue these notes."

"Little Land," the first in the trilogy, describes a World War II battle near the city of Novorossiysk, the port where Brezhnev took part. "Rebirth" is about the reconstruction of the Ukraine after the war and "Virgin Lands" deals with development of the Kazakhstani farmlands in 1960s.

Brezhnev's speech dealt primarily with the Communist Party's mission to educate and inspire the masses, a mission he said had motivated his writings.

APRIL FOOL'S DAY SPECIAL

KHALAL GARDENS

Hours: Lunch: Mon-Sat 11:30am-2:30pm
Dinner: Mon-Sat 5:00pm-10:00pm

Store Hours 9 to 5:30 Monday Nights till 8:00 pm

10% OFF LUNCH OR DINNER
On April Fool's Day
Bring this Coupon

Spring Suits $50.00 off
Sport Coats $20.00 off

Kohl's or Saff's

NO-NONSENSE SAVINGS!
West Roads

"The ALL IN ONE Store"
Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529-1221

MARTINIZING
CERTIFIED
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
Murdale Shopping Center
Mon-Fri 7:30-6 Sat 8-5 457-8244

university bookstore
536-3321 Student Center

PLAZA RECORDS
M-5 10-8 Sun 12-5

VIC KOENIG CHEVROLET
Keep that great GM feeling with
Genuine GM Parts.
1040 E. Main Carbondale
529-1000/997-5470

TOP OF THE RACQUET
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Home of The Sunday Brunch
and Happy Hour M-F 4-6 p.m.
Free Hors d'oeuvres
Old Rt. 13 (behind University Mall) In the Court Club

EASTGATE LIQUOR MART
540-5202 Wall & Walnut Carbondale
The Wine Store—Savings, Selection, Service

ABC Liquor Store
STILL THE ONE

$2.79
This coupon good
only on April Fool's Day

25% Off on Dry Cleaning
Good only Tues 4/1 • Thurs 4/3
Present with incoming order.
All other coupons invalid.

$3.00 OFF
On SIU Jackets
one coupon per item
Sale Jackets included
Good thru 4/3/80

Your Choice
50¢ Off any LP
or
Any Head Shop Item
Please present coupon w/ purchase

25% off on a Tune-up
price includes a
Free auto wash
for your car
Offer good now thru 4-8-80

A Drink On-The-House
with this coupon
Tonight aft. 6 p.m.
Courtesy of Top of The Racquet

RIUNITE Lambrusco
$1.99
Ad good thru Thurs.
750 ml

OLYMPIA $3.29
Ad good thru Thurs.
12 pk cans
Don't fool around with your top

Blum's
901 S. Illinois Ave
Reg. hours 9:30-5:30
Mon.-Sat.

PICK'S LIQUOR
"Your Friendly Liquor Store"
Check our selection of Imported & Domestic wines.
Also available 8 & 16 gal. Keg Beer in all brands.
Lewis Pk. Mall next to Picks Electronics
Mon-Thurs 9-1am Fri & Sat 9-2am Sun 1-1am 549-4339

Ken's Cleaners
Alterations • Storage
Leather & Suede
Eastgate Shopping Center
Open Monday thru Saturday 7:30-6:00
Phone 549-4221

McNeill's
214 SQ. ILL AVE,
CARBONDALE ILL. 62901
PHOC: * 457-5080

Come down to
THE CELLAR
Escape from the Crowd
Hours: M-Sat. 12-2
No one under 21 admitted
101 W. Monroe
Next to the train station

Southern Illinois Honda
Rt. 13
2 miles Ect.1
Carbondale
Ph. 549-7397

Convenient Food Mart
"we're here when you need us"
Open 6:00am - Midnight
Pleasant Hill & S. 51 • Carbondale, IL

Gospel Bookstore
More Than Just A Bookstore
Murdale Shopping Center 549-1632

Buy Any Bottom
(sale bottoms included)
Get any Top 30% off

Cella Lambrusco
Wine-tasting Fri. 4/4
4pm to 8pm
Red - White - Rose
$2.15
750 ml

20% off on any dry cleaning order brought in Today, Wed., Thurs., and Fri.
Coupon good thru Fri.

SEIKO WATCHES
40% Off

Free Champagne
for your lady
Tonight 8-Midnight

Parts & Accessories
(over the counter only)
10% OFF
Southern Illinois Honda
"Where service is our best salesman"

PEVELY 2%
Milk $1.39
(a gallon)

$1.00 off on any record or tape in stock.
(with this coupon)
Good thru April 5
Entire Stock
Knit Shirts - Buy One at regular price - get second one for 1/2 price

Don’t Fool with Traffic
$5.00 Discount on selected Generator Lights
Offer good now thru 4-8-80

OIL and OIL FILTER SPECIAL
Includes up to 5 quarts of Ford or Motorcraft oil, Motorcraft oil filter and installation
Repair order No.
TOTAL SPECIAL PRICE-PART and LABOR $8.33 tax extra April 1980

SHISH KABAB, HOME-MADE FRIES, AND A FRESH JUICE
Save Only $2.25
85¢ Bring this coupon with you. Good 4-1-80

10-20% off G.E. T.V.s
and Sound Design Stereo Components
(starting at 119.00) (beginning at 199.00)
with this coupon
Offer good now thru 4-5-80

RED PIN BOWLING
GOOD ONLY ON SATURDAYS FREE GAME WITH STRIKE ON RED PIN

50¢ OFF Any SIU Shirt
one coupon per item Good thru 4/3/80

$1.00 Off any cheese - your choice with purchase of One lb. or more
1 coupon per item
THE FLOWER BOX
Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale
1/2 DOZEN CARNATIONS
For only $3.99
Phone 457-2842

WUXTRY
404 S. Illinois
549-5423
Mon-Wed 11 to 5-15
Thurs-Sat 11 to 10
Sun 12-6
Used records, tapes, books
The Rare, The Obscure, The Neglected
BUY — SELL — TRADE

CHINA HOUSE
Home of Fresh Food, only $8.95 12oz.

Tan Terrific
Tanning Salons
829 E. Main
next to United Furniture Salons
Hours: 10am to 6pm Mon-Sat
2pm to 6pm Sunday
Phone: 457-5113

SMITH DODGE
Part of the new Chrysler Corp.
1412 W. Main • Carbondale
(next to University Bank) 457-8155

Zantigo
America's Mexican Restaurant
New Hours: 10:30-11:00 Weekdays
10:30-Midnight, Fri.-Sat.

Please present coupon FREE to coupon person expire Fri. - 4-4
With purchase of any sized teenburger (with A&W special sauce, lettuce, tomato, pickle, onion, cheese, & bacon) & an order of fries, receive a 69¢ Rootbeer Float Free

Coupon
1/2 Dozen Carnations for only $3.99
CASH N' CARRY
GOOD ONLY APRIL 1 & 2

GOOD FOR 15% OFF
All Merchandise
Thursday - Saturday
6 PM - 10 PM

Chicken Chow Mein or Chop Suey
reg. price $6.95
NOW $2.25
Coupon good Tues. 4/1 thru Fri. 4/4

$5.00 OFF
Your tanning visits
20 visits regularly $40
"Dermatologists have recommended this for treatment of psoriasis and acne."
Expires April 15, 1980

FREE PITCHER of BEER
or SOFT DRINK
with any order of a large Pizza
Good thru 4-10

FREE OIL CHANGE
with Tune-up at regular price or comparable repair
Good till April 30, 1980
Good only with this coupon

Coupon
16 oz. Drink Zantigo
America's Mexican Restaurant
with coupon
Expires 6/1/80
The Video Store Specials
VHS-VCR/Color Cameras/Video Tape
GE 25" Used Color TV's (30 Day Warranty:
Video, Sales, Renting, Leasing, & Factory Service
Phone Orders Accepted. Call Collect
Corbell Electronics
112 S. Division, Carterville 995-6783

Video Tape Specials
VHS 120 2-4-4 hr. $19.95 ea $229.95/12
VHS 60 1-2-3 hr. $14.95 ea $159.95/12
GE TV Specials $100.00-200.00
10% off any Video Recorder or Color Camera in Stock

Professional
Etonic Running Shoes
$24.00 (reg. $32.95)
Good now thru 4-8-80

1/2 price on Mixers
when you buy a
QT. of Gilbeys Gin or
QT. of Smirnoff Vodka
Offer Good Today, Wed. and Thurs.

20% off on any kind of Cheese
with the purchase of
a 750 ml. bottle of wine

Liquors • Wines • Kegs
The Selection is Wide

Convenience • Selection • Service
Complete Deli

Midas Also Offers
Services On:
• Brakes
• Coil Springs
• Shocks

900 E. Main
529-2811

IN CARBONDALE

Stop in or call
715 S. University
(on the Island)
457-2523

International Fashions
306 South Illinois Ave.
Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 12-4. 457-5913

Don't Be A Fool!
Take Advantage of these values
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Chicago men indicted in snow fraud

CHICAGO (AP) — A Cook County grand jury on Monday indicted six men for allegedly bilking motorists and charged them with more than $250,000 for snow removal work that was never performed.

The bills were submitted to the city during record snowstorms occurring in January, 1979, said State’s Attorney Edward Carey. All six of those indicted were operators of automobile towing firms. Those named in the indictments were Salvatore F. Micurino, Robert Arrowsmith, Lester Benavides, James Murray, Lews Lee, and Lee son, Broderick Lee. They were charged with various counts of theft, forgery and attempted theft.

Micurino formerly worked in the city’s Department of Streets and Sanitation. An investigation that included an inspection of thousands of documents showed no work was done for the bills the men submitted, Carey said. He said some bills were submitted for days when the city had shut down its snow removal operations.

Not all the bills were paid, Carey said, adding that officials became suspicious of some of the bills and stopped making payments. He said an investigation into other documents continues.

Supersonic jets need to overcome snags, says study

WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite the commercial failure of today’s supersonic airliners, an advanced high-speed jet could be economically successful in the future if it overcame major fuel and environmental questions, says a congressional study.

The report released Sunday by the Office of Technology Assessment says a second-generation advanced supersonic transport — AST — which flies fewer passengers than current jets, could account for 80 billion in sales through the year 2010.

An American AST could take advantage of development of the full sales of long distance aircraft within the next 10 years, the report says. But producing such a plane would require overcoming, at least to some extent, the least of which is the future price and availability of fuel.

“Given that an AST would have fuel consumption rates at least 1.5 to 2 times greater per seat-mile than equivalently sized subsonic transports, it would be more sensitive to fuel price increases than a subsonic aircraft,” the study says.

The Office of Technology Assessment, an agency that advises Congress on technical matters and suggests policy options, did the study for the House Science and Technology Committee. It was not asked to, and did not make recommendations and whether the AST should be built.

But given the probability of an expanded future air transport market and the economic importance of sustaining U.S. aviation leadership, “it appears that it would be in our national interest to keep our options open in the supersonic field,” the agency said.

Tuesday’s Puzzle

ACROSS
1. Slot,电价
2. Drama
3. Plane
4. Engineer
5. Plane
6. Burn
7. Buried
8. Whitney
9. White
10. White
11. White
12. White
13. White
14. White
15. White
16. White
17. White
18. White
19. White
20. White
21. White
22. White
23. White
24. White
25. White
DOWN
26. Foul
27. Fouled
28. Foul
29. Foul
30. Foul
31. Foul
32. Foul
33. Foul
34. Foul
35. Foul
36. Foul
37. Foul
38. Foul
39. Foul
40. Foul
41. Foul
42. Foul
43. Foul
44. Foul
45. Foul
46. Foul
47. Foul
48. Foul

[Crossword puzzle grid]

The American Tap

Win $50.00 Cash Tonight

On Special All Day & Night

Happy Hour 11:30 - 8
35¢ Drafts
70¢ Speedrils
Paskert had the opportunity to trick dozens of people and fool up the U.S. census takers instead of the Tampa teen-age resistor the temptation.
Paskert, 14, said he was tempted to have fun with the census workers instead of the Tampa census office.
But when another teacher Sue Paskert, pointed out that the callers needed help in filling out their census forms.
The correct phone number for census information in the Tampa area is 813-872-7104. But a computer accidentally confused its "11" with its "A." The telephone number apparently came out as 872-7A04 on hundreds of forms, although census officials assure on exactly how many.
The "A" on the form resembles a "4." So people dialed 4 and the Paskert phone went wild.
Mrs. Paskert tried to call the census office in Tampa Friday but got a busy signal. She left a message on the machine but the census office did not return.
She tried the phone company. "There's just a thing we can do," a company official told her.
So she, Tim and his 12-year-old sister Lynn began answering the telephones.
The children resisted the temptation to have fun with the callers.
"This is a business," Tim pretended to be a census worker, and that was only after a woman forced him to, he said.

Activities
Sigma Chi Alpha, meeting, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room B.
Mumford, organization meeting, noon, Activity Room B.
Southern Illinois Roadrunners, meeting, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room B.
College Republican meetings, 7 p.m., Activity Room C.
Beta Sigma Pi, organization meeting, noon, Activity Room D.
Shakespearean Mountaineers, meeting, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room D.
Film Class, 7 p.m., Ballroom B, Saline and Roberts Halls.
April Fools Film Festival, 11 a.m., ballroom D.
SUI Press Film, 3 p.m., Student Center Auditorium.
African Studies Student Organization Reception.

You can bank 24 hrs. a day at
The SIU REAL ESTATE CLUB
Proudly Presents A PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
Featuring Mr. Charles Feldewert
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, Treasurer
Turley-Martin Company
101 South Morgan
Wednesday, April 2nd
7:00 p.m. Lawson 161
50¢ Admission, sponsored by the SIU USO
Come on down to The American Tap and win $50.00 CASH TONIGHT! On special all day and night: 35¢ drafts, 70¢ speedballs. Call 312-263-5814 collect for reservations. The American Tap is located at 312 S. Illinois Ave. in Chicago.
Census calls temptation.

The application deadline for the fall session of the Chronicle of Higher Education Washington Internships for Undergraduates is Saturday.

The program covers the area of current internship interest and is coordinated through General Academic Programs, Woody Hall, 1-104.

SOAR is sponsoring a canoe and backpack trip to Little Grand Canyon and LaRue Swamp April 11-12. A $30 fee covers transportation, instruction and group gear. Persons must sign up before Thursday by calling 657-3048 or at the LES/SOA office in the Recreation Building, Room 46, Wednesdays and Thursdays between noon and 5 p.m.

Attn: Community Services Board in cooperation with the Carbondale Division of Human Resources, is offering assistance in filling out 1960 census forms at the Karma Hayes Center, 441 E. Willow St., 549-0711 and Senior Citizen Center, 605 E. College St., 647-4131.

A new Games play session will be held at 6 p.m. Tuesday by the elevators on the third floor of the Student Center.

Barbara Conde, 4 professor of special education, will be sponsoring a weekly parents group for parents of special needs children at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Pulliam Hall, Room 117. The purpose of the group is to create a working system of support among the parents. Babysitting services will be provided by the Council for Exceptional Children. Children on campus and transportation costs are available for anyone interested. For more information call Genny Hayes at 453-5621 in the evenings.

The International Friendship group is sponsoring an April Fools Day Party with live entertainment and a non-alcoholic bar from 8 to 11 p.m. Tuesday at the East-N Coffeehouse.

Dan Wyatt will present "A Critique on President Carter's SALT II Speech" at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Fayer Hall, Room 117, at the meeting of Undergraduate Philosophy Society.

The English Graduate Organization and the Graduate Student Council will sponsor a rehearsed reading of selected scenes from Shakespeare's "King Lear" at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Quigley Auditorium.

Sigma Chi Alpha, meeting, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room A.

Student Organization Committee, meeting, 7 p.m., Activity Room B.

Sorority Room, meeting, 7 p.m., Activity Room C.

Ballroom B, meeting, 7 p.m., Activity Room D.

Business School Classes, 7 p.m., Room B, Saline and Kaskaskia Rooms.

April 12, Penobscot Festival, 11 a.m., Ballroom D.

SHEP, meeting, 7 p.m., Student Center Auditorium.

Asian Studies Student Organization Reception.

Memorial Hospital of Carbondale is offering "Pre-Natal Education Classes for Expectant Parents" at 7 p.m. April 9, 14, 20 and 25 in the third floor conference room of the hospital.

Persons must pre-register by Friday with the patient education coordinator, 549-0721, extension 141.

TAMPA, Fla. AP - Tim Paszczak, 14, told the police he had tried to trick dozens of people and fool up the U.S. Census, but the Tampa teen-ager concede the temptation.

Paszczak, 14, said he was tempted to have some fun after learning a computer misprint had scores of Hillsborough County residents phoning his home inquiring about the U.S. Census.

But his homeroom teacher Sue Paskert, pointed out that the callers needed help in filling out census forms.

The correct phone number for census information in the Tampa area is 813-272-7104. But a computer accidentally confused its "13" with its "A." The telephone number apparently caused at least 870-1404 on hundreds of forms, although census officials are unsure on exactly how many.

The "A" on the form resembles "4", people dialed 4 and the Paskert phone went wild.

Mrs. Paskert tried to call the census office in Tampa Friday but got a recording. She left a message on a machine but the census staff never called back.

She phoned the company. "There's not a thing we can do, the company official told her.

So she, Tim and his 12-year-old sister Lynn began answering the telephone.

The children resisted the temptation to have fun with the callers. Only once did Tim pretend to be a census worker, and that was only after a woman forced him to, he said.

Census Briefs

The Gold Mine

High Noon Special

$2.35

Noon-2pm

611 S. Illinois

New Location

Carbondale Shoe Repair

105 N. Illinois

Carbondale, Illinois

547-5670

Odysean

Ody has been serving Carbondale for 9 years.
He has moved but that will not change the quality of his work. Fine quality in craftsmanship will always remain with him. Stop in today and see our new shop.

You can bank 24 hrs. a day at

The SIU REAL ESTATE CLUB

Proudly Presents A

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SEMINAR

Featuring Mr. Charles Feldwerte

Vice President Chief Financial Officer Treasurer Turley-Martin Company

St. Louis Missouri

Wednesday, April 2nd

7:00pm Lowson 168

50¢ Admission Sponsored arrangement with USO

CourtClub invites you to join us

Monday and Thursday

9-11a.m.

Round Robin Racquetball

and

Koffee Klatsch

12.50 members 14.99 non-members

The fun way to lose weight

Everyone's Welcome!

Supervised Playroom for your Children

Reservations must be made 24hrs. in advance

CourtClub 457-4875

Sponsored University Mall Daily Egyptian, April 1, 1969, Page 17.
Houses

6 BDRM, 2 bth, kitchen. 15 minute walk to campus. Possible $450-475. 2421B123

For Rent

Must Rent Summer to Obtain Fall Housing
Location Summer Fall
Required $395
See 3brm modern
2nd floor
6 231 Birch Lane $350
2bdm 2 bath
3 303 Birch Lane $350
2bdm 7 both
5 312 Crestwood $395
6 1787 E. Walnut $450
7 and
5 1176 E. Walnut $450
6 5bdrm water & garbage incl.
2 5bdm water & garbage incl.
2 5bdm water & garbage incl.
4 2bdm water & garbage incl.
3 Duplex Unit 2

Free Bus 7 RUNS DAILY
RT. 51 North
549-3000

Rental Contracts

Now Available
Summer and Fall (see available below)

1 Bedroom

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

South Campus

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

New North 1 & 2 Bedrooms

Cable TV, All Utilities paid. maid service. 5-Day week. King's Inn Motel. 69-4613. B42OB123

150 ENTIRE SUMMER! Large individual rooms, shared kitchen. Close to campus. Utilities included. 596-2592 Bob.

For Rent

WESTERN HOME Furnished, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, walkout. New. Utilities included. 579-5525

Apartment

1 Bed, $350, 549-4680. 2 Bed, 2 Bath, $430-490 per month. 642-3050

For Rent

1 Bedroom

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom

For Rent

1 Bedroom
Taking exception and offering explanations

agreement about the "worst school" but that the best. Below the tenth worst, as voted in our survey, there is a bunching of schools. Three institutions received six, seven, and eight votes each.

The CCMS established 13 years ago when the conception of Medicare and Medicaid opened the doors to new governmental involvement in the medical profession, Burke said.

One year later, the CCMS Publishing Co. created Private Practice, which now has offices in Oklahoma City, New York, and Chicago. The five members of Private Practice's Editorial Review Board who shape the magazine's editorial policy are all practicing physicians, one who is a retired physician, Burke said.

Its five-member Editorial Advisory Board is also comprised entirely of practicing physicians and is responsible for keeping the writing staff informed of "what's going on in the field and what doctors are concerned about," she said.

If one of the magazine's 13 senior writers, one is a physician, one has a Ph.D., and another is a certified public accountant.

Our survey helps bring needed resources and other aid to the nation's black communities where they are needed. Many of these practices in the nation's black communities are identified and thought of in terms of their intangibility, but very real factor of tradition, which plays its own role in the lives of patients.

We are doing our best students than other, less reputed schools. There is also the intangible, but very real, element of tradition, which plays its own role at superlative schools such as Johns Hopkins, Harvard, Duke, Yale, and Columbia, among others. On the other hand, however, how is it possible to understand that Meharry, the University of Puerto Rico, and Howard-whatever their deficiencies—also have many competent physicians. Many of these practices in the nation's black communities are identified and thought of in terms of their intangibility, but very real, factor of tradition, which plays its own role in the lives of patients.

If our survey helps bring needed resources and other aid to the nation's black communities where they are needed. Many of these practices in the nation's black communities are identified and thought of in terms of their intangibility, but very real, factor of tradition, which plays its own role in the lives of patients.

Washington offers gardening guides

WASHINGTON (AP) — Spring is sweeping across the land again, and persons' thoughts are turning to lawns and gardens.

The government has a variety of books and pamphlets to help people through green thumb season successfully. All can be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402. Among those available are:

— "Vegetables," $1.15, stock number 010-005-004-4.


— "Gardening for Food and Fun," $1.90, stock number 010-005-004-0.

— "Landscape for Living," $1.95, stock number 010-005-0026-6.

— "Roses for the Home," $1.20, stock number 010-005-004-6.

The five-member Editorial Advisory Board is comprised entirely of practicing physicians and is responsible for keeping the writing staff informed of "what's going on in the field and what doctors are concerned about," she said.

If one of the magazine's 13 senior writers, one is a physician, one has a Ph.D., and another is a certified public accountant.

Our survey helps bring needed resources and other aid to the nation's black communities where they are needed. Many of these practices in the nation's black communities are identified and thought of in terms of their intangibility, but very real, factor of tradition, which plays its own role in the lives of patients.

If our survey helps bring needed resources and other aid to the nation's black communities where they are needed. Many of these practices in the nation's black communities are identified and thought of in terms of their intangibility, but very real, factor of tradition, which plays its own role in the lives of patients.
LANCE JUDGE EXCLUDES DOCUMENTS

ATLANTA (AP) — The prosecution at Bert Lance's bank fraud trial expects to complete its case this week, after the judge denied a request to allow citations he had ruled inadmissible

MARRIOTT OFFICIALS INVESTIGATE CAUSE OF ROLLER COASTER DEATH

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — San Francisco investigators are trying to determine what caused a roller coaster to derail and crash over a swimming pool, killing three people and injuring eight others.

Marriott officials investigate cause of roller coaster death

EDWIN TOMKO said Campbell was a "close friend" and had been in contact with heart trouble and would not be able to testify.

While Boney on Saturday overruled most of the defense motions to exclude documents previously admitted. Campbell was a vice president of Lance's Cal-Town First National Bank until his arrest in 1974 on embezzlement charges. Campbell pleaded guilty and completed his federal prison term last year.

Government attorneys plan when the trial resumes Monday to question other officers of the first National Bank of Chicago about a $4.5 million loan to Lance in January 1972, about two weeks before he took office as the Carter's first budget director.

With three co-defendants, Lance is charged with conspiracy, misuse of bank funds, false statements to banks and false entries in bank records. The defendants pleaded innocent to all charges.

As their trial enters its 12th week, the prosecution hopes to complete its presentation by Wednesday.

While he was budget director, Lance was chief of the operations of the Carter's closest friends and top advisors. He resigned in September 1976 as investigations were beginning into his personal finances and his practices as head of two Georgia banks.

Government attorneys plan when the trial resumes Monday to question other officers of the first National Bank of Chicago about a $4.5 million loan to Lance in January 1972, about two weeks before he took office as the Carter's first budget director.

With three co-defendants, Lance is charged with conspiracy, misuse of bank funds, false statements to banks and false entries in bank records. The defendants pleaded innocent to all charges.

As their trial enters its 12th week, the prosecution hopes to complete its presentation by Wednesday.

While he was budget director, Lance was chief of the operations of the Carter's closest friends and top advisors. He resigned in September 1976 as investigations were beginning into his personal finances and his practices as head of two Georgia banks.

With three co-defendants, Lance is charged with conspiracy, misuse of bank funds, false statements to banks and false entries in bank records. The defendants pleaded innocent to all charges.

As their trial enters its 12th week, the prosecution hopes to complete its presentation by Wednesday.

While he was budget director, Lance was chief of the operations of the Carter's closest friends and top advisors. He resigned in September 1976 as investigations were beginning into his personal finances and his practices as head of two Georgia banks.
**Jesse Owens dead at age 66**

By the Associated Press

Jesse Owens, 66, who died early Monday morning in Tucson, Ariz., of lung cancer, was perhaps the best-known athlete in track and field history.

In 1938, a member of what the News called America’s “black auxiliaries,” he won four gold medals in the Berlin Olympics, a feat unmatched in track and field history. The year before, he wrangled back so painful he could not dress or undress without help, he broke five world records and equaled a sixth within 35 minutes.

But the Jesse Owens best remembered by many Americans was a public speaker with the ringing inspirational delivery of an evangelist. He traveled 50,000 miles a year making two or three speeches a week, mostly to sales meetings and conventions and most primarily to white audiences. His earnings exceeded $100,000 a year.

It was not always thus. James Cleveland Owens was born Sept. 12, 1913, in Danville, Ala., the son of a sharecropper. The young man picked cotton until he and his family moved to Cleveland. There, his schoolteacher asked the youth his name.

"J.C." he replied. She thought he said "Jesse," and he had a new name.

He became a nationally known speaker at Tech High School in Cleveland, slim and lithe at 163 pounds. He ran with fluid grace. There were no other starting blocks then; sprinters simply dug holes at the starting line. The tracks were of cinder or dirt, primitive by today’s standards.

After high school, he went to Ohio State, paying his way as an elevator operator because he had no athletic scholarship. As a sophomore, in his first Big Ten championship meet, he achieved a record even greater than his Olympic glory a year hence.

Owens competed in the meet despite a severe wrenched back, and the results in the record books.

Members of the SIU team were throwers Troy Talley and Paul Hines and crew members Mary Saz, Margaret Crouch and Allison Emberson. All came entered in the regatta sailed in "flying junior" boats for the 16 races.

Blackman, the sponsor of the sailing club, is retiring. He is acting associate dean of the College of Liberal Arts at SIU.

Start of spring football brings coaching change

(Continued from Page 24)

Wallace replaces Brokaw as head coach of the Saluki offense backfield and running attack the past two years. He formerly had spent three years as a special assignments coach under the surge of the NFL St. Louis Cardinals.

Earlier this spring, Bill McConnell, defensive coordinator, left to take an assistant coaching job at West Virginia, and offensive line coach Mike Barry left to accept a coaching position at Arizona.

Wallace joins Richard "Mo" Smith from Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pa., and Rick Trickett from West Texas State, former Tech grid players to form the Saluki grid program.

**SYU sailing club takes first place in weekend race**

The Southern Illinois Collegiate Sailing Club won the two-day Best of Illinois Regatta, held last weekend at Crab Orchard Lake.

The Southern Illinois club won the regatta with 31 points, followed by Purdue, 51. Wabash, 43. Marquette, 66. The University of Illinois finished fifth with 29 points, University of Chicago, 79, Kansas, 50, and Illinois-Chicago Circle finished eighth with 122.

Tracksters finish 6th at Memphis

(Continued from Page 24)

However, Blackman said it was probably the best time in the history of the SIU mile relay team ever having reached the finals. Blackman said she saw tremendous improvement throughout the year.

"I'm pleased the most with the fact that a lot of individuals had their personal bests," Blackman said. "And down the road they will make the difference for us."

Blackman said she is looking to see if her team will continue to improve at a percent rate, or go stale because of the long indoor-outdoor season.

"I think they'll continue to improve," Blackman said. "I think at the end of the season we will end up two-three weeks ahead of last year."

SIU's next meet will be against Indiana and Illinois Saturday at Bloomington, Ind. The first home meet for the men's track team will be a dual meet with Southeast Missouri State April 8 at 3 p.m.

**Shawnee Trails**

Wilderness Outfitters

Hiking and Backpacking Equipment
North Face Tents, Sleeping bags.

Gore Tex Rain Ponchos.

Chaplin Camping equipment
Freeze dried foods

T-shirts

Kelty packs

**175 S. Univ.**

on the island

**Hours**

Mon-Sat 10-6

**Intramural Sports**

sponsors

Men’s and Women’s FENCING MEETS

(Conventional foil-equipment provided)

Tues., April 8

Student Recreation Cent. Gym

**ELIGIBLE:** All SIUJC Students with ID & Fee Statement and Faculty/Staff with $30 SRC Use Cards.

**ENTRIES DUE:** 5:00 pm Tues., April 8 at SRC Information Desk. Pool play begins 6:00 pm.

Qualifiers from Pool play Fence Off on Wednesday, April 9th. Trophies to 1st and 2nd Place.

---

**Hangar 9**

**DAVID and the HAPPENINGS**

**Special Busch Bottles**

Featuring the VELVETEENS

**Tonight for April Fool’s Night!**

**giving away FREE tickets to**

**THE ROMANTICS**

appearing with TED NUGENT

also Beer Lights & other gifts

sponsored by Busch Beer and SAA/$1.00 cover

---
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New football aide hired for spring season practice

By Red Smith
Staff Writer

Weekly spring football practice started Monday afternoon at McAndrew Stadium, the team found itself with a new face in the coaching staff. Sahali, 18, is the new defensive backfield and receiver coach, replacing Dan Brooks who left to pursue business interests.

"We're sorry to see Dan go. He did a lot for us," commented Dempsey. Leaving at this late in the season makes it tough, but we've had a day off trying to teach Mike our systems."

"We're happy. It's tough to lose three coaches and all the seniors we did, but we'll be OK," Dempsey added. "Mike has high energy. I think I'll be working closely with him on the offense."

The 24-year-old Wallace has been coaching for 10 years, including three years as head coach and one at Ball State. His brother, Dwight, currently is the head coach at Ball State.

"I'm very excited about being here," Wallace said. "The last two days I've spent in extensive preparation toward this program. There's no way I can do the same amount of material in four days, but I'll keep it at it."

"On the reasons in here, I think this is because my philosophy is almost identical to the one here," Wallace said. "Work hard, be hungry, go at it and play hard-nosed football."

(Continued on Page 27)

Illinois State considered for Valley

By Scott Stahmer
Sports Editor

Will the Missouri Valley Conference be Illinois State's next football home?

That will be a pertinent question in May when the 1980 season begins. The Illinois State University will become the conference's 10th member in 1981.

A college sports information director David Price, a member of the committee that will examine the Redbirds' athletic facilities, will present its findings at the conference's annual meeting next month. Illinois State Athletics Director Don Keil said Price's committee will do its work there.

Price said the Redbirds already have met four primary criteria for joining the Valley. Illinois State is a member of Division I-A, the large-school classification, in football, and is Division I in all other sports.

"We have been looking at compatibility with all of the other conference members," Price said. "In addition, we have to make a determination of how the conference will change administratively."

Price said that if ISU does join the conference, it may be set up to split into east and west divisions, at least in football.

"From a practical point of view, one very central issue of this is projection of revenue for football," Price said. "It's my belief that, if we do expand, we may be able to grow football. That would look less amount of revenue for football." Price said.

"We have to determine if we can do anything new in football, truly dividing the conference," he added. "I think it's the best alternative."

Price did not know if the western universities, such as New Mexico State and West Texas State, would object to the addition of the eastern portion of the Valley in Illinois State.

"You're a little ahead of the game in that," Price said. "But we just can't imagine that if we did schedule Illinois State in, that there would be a divisional setup." Price said.

The 13-member committee will look at the Redbirds' overall program as well as ISU's football and basketball programs.

"You're talking about a school's structure, games such as Illinois State against Arizona State would attract much more interest." Price said.

If Illinois State is added and the conference does not go to a divisional structure for football, the divisions would look like this, based on the Missouri Valley co-Conference's four major rivals: Drake, Illinois State and SIU in the east and Bradley, Eastern Illinois, Western Illinois, West Texas State and Tulsa in the Western Division. Bradley and Creighton do not play football.

Track team finishes 6th in opening outdoor meet

By Ed DeWagter
Sports Editor

In a society in which finishing first is everything and anything less is nothing, an athlete's place finish usually is overlooked.

Women's track coach Claudia Blackman probably would not argue with that, especially after her team totaled its highest score ever in the Lady Tiger Invitational last weekend at Memphis State University.

SIU scored 40 points, 18 more than its score the past three years, finishing second behind the Lady Tigers, who picked up 101 points, with 41 points, and Illinois State was eighth at 17 points.

"We did the best we have ever done at this meet," Blackman said. "First of all, we did the work. The kids are eager to work even harder next year."

Western Illinois, Iowa and Alabama rounded out the top five, scoring 69, 63 and 41 points. Finishing seventh behind the Lady Tigers was Missouri, who picked up 41 points, with 41 points, and Illinois State was eighth at 17 points.

"We did the best we have ever done at this meet," Blackman said. "First of all, we did the work. The kids are eager to work even harder next year."

Missouri, Missouri State, Indiana State and Missouri Western State rounded out the top 10.

The 400-meter hurdles race was won by Missouri State's Frances Combs in 1:04.9.

"The thing that hurt us," Steele began, "was that we trained hard on weights, running and swimming in the fall and we were really ready for the 5-5 meet—it worked great. But everybody had stomach problems after the trip and a few others got the flu after that."

"Those two sessions of illness really put a dent in the intensity of my team. It may have been my fault because I didn't make the guys get back into workouts early enough," he added.

Steele also thinks that he may have given his team too much rest prior to the NCAAs, instead of a simple "steady diet rate of progress in his team's progress as early as the middle of the season."

"The thing that hurt us," Steele began, "was that we trained hard on weights, running and swimming in the fall and we were really ready for the 5-5 meet—it worked great. But everybody had stomach problems after the trip and a few others got the flu after that."

"Those two sessions of illness really put a dent in the intensity of my team. It may have been my fault because I didn't make the guys get back into workouts early enough," he added.